
HfS Research Names Reveal Group As 2019
Hot Vendor

Reveal Group HfS Hot Vendor

Recognized by leading global research
firm for its success in enabling customers
to achieve sustainable and scalable
business results through Automation.

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, USA, July
29, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Reveal
Group, a global leader in Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) and
Intelligent Automation, today
announced that it has been recognized
by HfS Research in their latest Hot
Vendor report as an organization with
the vision and strategy to impact and
disrupt the market. Based on rigorous
assessment, Reveal Group joins an
exclusive group of service technology providers hand-picked by HfS analysts for their
differentiated value proposition to solve today's complex business problems.

Reveal Group joins an exclusive group of service technology providers hand-picked by HfS

HfS has designated Reveal
Group as a Hot Vendor
based on its systematic
approach to enabling
customers to achieve
sustainable and scalable
business results through
automation.”

Elena Christopher, Research
Vice President at HfS Research

analysts for their differentiated value proposition to solve
today's complex business problems.

Tweet this
Elena Christopher, Research Vice President at HfS Research
stated, "HfS has designated Reveal Group as a Hot Vendor
based on its systematic approach to enabling customers to
achieve sustainable and scalable business results through
automation. The firm’s strong technical and architecture
chops combined with its approach of enabling clients to
build and run their own automation environments helps
get enterprises on the right track and keep them there."

“We’re thrilled to join the exclusive group of vendors that

HfS has recognized in their latest Hot Vendor Report,” said Ian Crouch, Reveal Group CEO. “This
recognition is a testament to Reveal Group’s unparalleled experience in building scalable Robotic
Process Automation (RPA) capabilities and delivering best-in-class deployments for our global
clients. We’re very proud of our proven track record of enabling global enterprises to develop
capabilities and deploy enterprise-grade digital workforces at scale.”

This latest achievement builds upon a hugely successful past 12 months for Reveal Group, who
have grown their team globally by 150%, were recognised as the Leading Blue Prism Delivery &
Excellence Partner in North America and achieved Gold Capability Provider status.

Download a free copy of “The HFS Hot Vendors Q2 2019” report here.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://revealgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/HFS-Hot-Vendors-Q2-2019-excerpt-for-Reveal-Group.pdf


About Reveal Group

Reveal Group are Intelligent Automaton specialists. Since 2014 we have implemented Blue Prism
for clients in more than 20 industries across USA, UK, Australia, Canada, South Africa and Asia.
Our unique approach leverages our experience, IP and training to quickly build client capability
and self-sufficiency. We are known for our specific expertise in Blue Prism's Robotic Operating
Model; including CoE, Platform Architecture, Development and Delivery, Pipeline, Governance
and Benefit Realization. We are proud to be a trusted partner who delivers to the highest
standards and is innovative, pragmatic, cost-effective and results-focused www.revealgroup.com
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